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Sets of efficient points in a normed space with respect to the distances to the 
points of a given compact set are geometrically characterized; hull and closure 
properties are obtained. These results are relevant to geometry of normed spaces 
and are mostly useful in the context of location theory. t 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
A nonempty subset A of a normed space X being given, a natural multi- 
objective programming problem may be considered. The distances, 
associated with the norm, to every point of A are to be simultaneously 
minimized. 
Such a topic occurs for instance in approximation theory, in geometry of 
normed spaces and also in location theory where it provides a general 
model applicable to different economic fields. 
The basic concept of efficiency has been introduced under various 
shapes: among them, the set of strictly efficient points or set of minimal 
points or metric hull of A denoted by c(A), the set of efficient points or 
Pareto optima denoted by E(A), and the set of weakly efficient points or 
closest points to A denoted by C(A). These sets, associated with A in a 
normed space, are formally defined further and have been studied in dif- 
ferent frameworks: 
(i) The metric hull or set of minimal points c(A ) by Kuhn [6] in 
optimization theory, by Beauzamy and Maurey [l] and Papini [9] in the 
geometry of Banach spaces. 
* This paper is based upon results first presented at the third France-German conference on 
optimization, July 1984, Marseille-Luminy, France and at the first EURO Institute, July- 
August 1984, Brussels. 
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(ii) The set of Pareto optima by many authors working in multi- 
objective programming. 
(iii) The set C(A) of closest points to A by Fejer [S] in 
approximation theory and by Phelps [lo] in geometry of normed spaces. 
When the space X is a Hilbert space, then for every subset A, c(A), E(A) 
and C(A) are actually the closed convex hull of A [S-6]. 
The aim of this paper is to give a geometrical descrition of the above- 
mentioned sets of efficient points. The idea to get such a description is to 
define subsets of X, able to play the role of halfspaces in the hilbertian case; 
in that case a halfspace appears naturally as the subset of points closer to 0 
than to all other points of a halfline starting from 0 with a direction 6. Of 
course such subsets denoted by Q, are not halfspaces in any normed space. 
However, the analogy can be specified, and making use of these sets, a 
description of c(A), E(A), and C(A) can be obtained. 
It is then natural to study the so-called sets Q6; a geometrical description 
is given when the normed space is strictly convex or when the unit ball of 
X is a polytope; more precise results are obtained when X is two dimen- 
sional and when X is R” with the /‘-norm and with the IX-norm. In the 
general case it is only possible to confine QB between known sets called Uii 
and V,. 
Thanks to a characterization of c(A), E(A), and C(A) which makes use 
of a subfamily of the whole family (Qs)B fO, hull and closure properties are 
also obtained. 
The paper is divided into four sections: Section 1 is devoted to 
definitions and first properties. Section 2 gives the main theorem relating 
the descrition of c(A), E(A), and C(A) with the sets Qd. Section 3 studies 
the sets Qs in a general normed space. Section 4 deals with hull and closure 
properties. 
The first motivation of this paper is location theory. Two previous 
papers [3, 4) study connections between the sets of efficient points and the 
set of solutions to a Fermat-Weber problem, for a finite subset A of a 
n-dimensional space. 
The results obtained here are complementary of those of [3] and [4], 
but their links with geometry of normed spaces give to them another 
interest. 
1. DEFINITION AND FIRST PROPERTIES 
1.1. Notations 
Throughout this paper X is a real normed space where the norm is 
denoted by 1. I. The unit ball is B = {x E X/lx1 < 1) and the unit sphere is 
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S= {xEX/JX( = 1 }. The ball centered at a with radius r will be denoted by 
B(a, r). 
For a subset D of X, int(D), 6, co(D), ES(D), D”=x\D, and -D are 
respectively the interior, the closure, the convex hull, the closed convex 
hull, the complementary, and the symmetric with respect o 0 of D. When 
D and D’ are subsets of X and c1 is real, D + D’ is the set {x E X/3y E D, 
3~’ ED’, x = y + y’}, and ctD is the set {UX/X E D}. 
A cone r will always be a cone with vertex at 0; a cone with vertex at x,, 
will be denoted by x,, + I-. A segment [u, u] is the set {0u+ (1 - 0) U, 
O,<d< 1). 
For a convex subset D of X, Ext(D) and Exp(D) are the sets of respec- 
tively extreme and exposed points of D; a p-face of D is a p-dimensional 
face of D. 
The subdifferential of the norm at x will be denoted by ay(x). If B” 
(resp. So) is the unit ball (resp. unit shere) of the dual X’ of .I’, &J(O) is 
equal to B” and &J(X) is a weakly compact face of So for .Y #O. The 
correspondance X+@(X) is upper semi-continuous when X is equipped 
with the topology of the norm and x’ with the weak topology. The direc- 
tional derivative of the norm at .Y in the direction 6 # 0 is related with the 
subdifferential by y’(.~, 6) = Max{ (p, 6)/p E c~;(.K) 1.
Ifp belongs to B”, N(p) is the convex cone generated by the exposed face 
of Bdefined by {x~B/(p,x)=l}. 
1.2. Sets of ,?Zfficient Points 
First, we recall various kinds of efficiency. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let A be a nonempty subset of X. We call 
(i) Set of strictly efficient points (with respect to A) the set 
c(A)= jx~X/Vy#x, IaEA, la-xl -c la-yl}, 
(ii) Set of efficient points (with respect to A) the set 
E(A)= {x~X/Vy#x, (3aEA, la-xl < la- yl) or 
(VaEA, la-xl <la- yl)} 
(iii) Set of weakly efficient points (with respect to A) the set 
C(A)={x~X/Vy#x,3a~A,(a-xldla-~~}. 
An alternative definition (see [ 111) is given by 
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PRoPOSrTroN 1.1. We have the following statements 
(1) x-W iff noEAm Ix-al)= Ix>, 
(2) x~E(4 tm-hm Ix--l)n(U..A int @a, Ix-4))=0, 
(3) XEC(A) iffnosA int B(a, lx-al)=@. 
We now state some general elementary properties, which hold whatever 
the norm is. 
PRoPosrrIoN 1.2. Let A and B be nonempty subsets of X. 
(1) Acc(A)cE(A)cC(A). 
(2) rf A is bounded then c(A), E(A), and C(A) are bounded. 
(3) Zf A c B, then c(A) c c(B) and C(A) c C(B), but not necessarily 
E(A) c E(B). 
(4) c(A) = c(A), E(A) = E(A), but not necessarily C(A) = C(J). 
Proof. (1) It is a direct consequence of the definitions. 
(2) If A is included in B(0, r) then C(A) is included in B(0, 2r). 
(3) If AcB, the inclusions c(A)cc(B) and C(A)cC(B) result at 
once from the definitions. An example where A c B and E(A) ti E(B) is 
given below (cf. Examples 1 and 2). 
(4) Let x $ c(A); then there exists y # x such that la-x( > la - yl for 
every a E A and consequently for every a E A. Thus c(A) c c(A), and we 
have c(A) = c(A) thanks to (3). An analogous argument leads to 
E(A) = E(A). An example where C(A) # C(J) is given below (cf. Exam- 
ple 4). I 
Examples in R* with the I’-Norm 
Let a=(l,O), b=(O, l), a/=(2,0), b/=(0,2), c=(l, l), and c’=(2,2). 
(1) If A= {a, b}, th en c(A) = A, E(A) is the closed set bounded by 
the square oacb and C(A) = E(A). 
(2) If A = (0, a, b}, then c(A) is the union of the two segments of line 
[o, a] and [o, b], E(A) = c(A) and C(A) is the closed set bounded by the 
square oacb’. 
(3) If A = {a, a’, 6, b’}, then c(A) is the union of the two segments of 
line [a, a’] and [b, 6’1, E(A) is the union of c(A) and of the closed set 
bounded by the square oacb and C(A) is the closed set bounded by the 
square oa’c’b’. 
(4) If A is the open set bounded by the trapezoid aa’b’b, then 
o $ C(A) and o E C(A). 
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With some assumptions on the norm of X, a close relationship exists 
between different sets of efficiency and also with the closed convex hull. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let A be a nonempty subset qf X. 
(1) If‘X is strictly convex, then 
c(A) = E(A) = C(A) = C(A). 
(2) If X is a Hilbert space, then 
c(A)=E(A)=C(A)=a(A). 
(3) If X is two-dimensional, strictly convex, and if A is bounded, then 
c(A)=E(A)=C(A)=m(A). 
Prooj (1) Let x E C(A) and let y # x. With z = (x + y)/2, we associate 
aE A such that la-xl < la-zl. If a-x and a-y are colinear vectors, 
then we have la-x( < (a--zl. If they are not colinear, then the strict con- 
vexity of the function t -+ la - (1 - t) x - tyJ on [0, 11 involves la -xl < 
la - yl. Thus x E c(A). We conclude with (1) and (4) of Proposition 1.2. 
(2) Let x $ W(A) and let y be the projection of x on W(A). Then 
(a-x(>(a-yl for every agA; therefore x$ C(A). Thus we have 
C(A) c=(A). 
Let x $ c(A) and let y fx such that la-x > la - yl for every a E A. The 
subset {uEX/IZ.-yyl = Iu-xi} is a hyperplane separating x and W(A); 
therefore x$W(A). Thus we have W(A) c c(A). We conclude again with 
( 1) of Proposition 1.2. 
The proof of C(A) = m(A) may be found in [S] and in [lo] and the 
proof of c(A) =m(A) in [6]. 
(3) A proof of this assertion is given in [lo]; another one may be 
found in [ 111. See also Corollary 4.1. 1 
Remark 1.1. It is advisible to note that Phelps [lo] shows that the 
condition C(A) c W(A) for every subset A of the normed space X is 
equivalent to say that X is a Hilbert space when its dimension is at least 
three and X is strictly convex when it is two dimensional. In dimension 
two, another characterization of strict convexity is given in Corollary 4.2. 
Without any assumption on the norm of X, c(A) is not necessarily 
included in W(A), even when A is finite (see [ 11). However when E is two 
dimensional, then c(A) is always included in E(A). The proof given in [4] 
when A is finite, making use of [13], is also valid when A is bounded. See 
also [ 111 and Corollary 4.1. 
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1.3. Qd sets and P6 sets 
Let 6 be a vector of X with 6 # 0. The following complementary subsets 
of X will be used to obtain a descrition of the sets of efficient points: 
Qs= (x~X/‘dbO, Ix-161 >Ixl}, 
Pa= {XEX/31>0, IX-M Q 1x1}. 
When X is a Hilbert space with the inner product denoted by ( ., . ), then 
Qs is the closed halfspace {x E X/(x, 6) < 0) and P6 is the open halfspace 
{x&f-/(x, 6+-O}. 
To specify some properties of these sets we introduce another notation; 
let x E X and y E X, we denote by 
Q.~,l.={~~~//~--l>I~-~l~~ 
PJ,“= {zEx/lz-xl f lz-yl}. 
The next two propositions are straightforward consequences of the 
definitions and properties of the norm. We only state them for the sets of 
type “Qc corresponding results for the sets of type “I”’ are easily obtained 
by complementarity. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let 6 # 0 and i # 0. Then 
(1) Q.~+G,o=X+QLS,O, 
(2) Qj.8.0 =lQ6.0, 
(3) Qcw = ~Qw. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let 6 # 0 and 0 < p < I. Then 
(1) Qpa.0~ Qia,o, 
(2) Qo,~~s 3 Q0,j.s > 
(3) Q6 is a cone containing 0, which is the intersection of a decreasing 
family of open sets; more precisely 
In general, without assumptions on the space X, Q6 sets and P6 sets have 
no special topological properties. However, the next result gives a direct 
characterization of int(QPa), the formulation of which may be compared 
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Let 6 # 0. Then 
{XEX/31>0, Ix-161 < Ix/} = u {Qo,;.al~ > 0). 
Prooj Let x E X be such that there exists II > 0 with Ix - /26( < 1x1. Then 
the convex function t + Ix- tdl is necessarily strictly decreasing on 
]-co, 01; whence we have, for every p > 0, lx+p61 > 1x1, which means 
XEQ~,. As the set (xEX/%>O, ix-k?/ < Ix[} is open, it is included in 
int(Qs). 
Conversely, let x E int(Qpd); then there exists a ball with radius r > 0, 
centered at x, included in Qpii. Suppose 161 = 1, what is not restrictive; for 
p E CO, rl, we have x - p6 E Q ps and therefore, for every ,D > 0, 
/x - p6 + ,&I > Ix - ~61. In particular for p = p, we have /xl > IX - ~61 and 
the result follows. i 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let 6 # 0. Then int( Qd) is dense in Q6. 
Proof: Let XE Qii; we choose yY =x - ~6. When IX tends to 0, y, con- 
verges to x, and y, belongs to int(Qh;); indeed Jy + (a6/2)1 = Ix - (&i/2)/ i 
ly,l, i.e., yEint(Q,). I 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let 6 # 0. Then we have 
(1) int(Q-,)c P,. 
(2) If S contains no segment parallel to 6, then Q, = P-,. 
Proof: The first inclusion is a direct consequence of the delinition of Pa 
and of Proposition 1.5. Let XE Pa; there exists ;I > 0 such that 
(x- 161,< 1x1. As the convex function t -+ lx- t61 cannot be constant on 
any segment, we have Ix - pL6) < 1x1 for each p, 0 <p < i, i.e., x E int(Q-,). 
The result follows by complementarity. 1 
The next definition has been introduced by Brown [2] in the context of 
approximation theory; it arose in studying the continuity of approximation. 
The property to be considered gives some topological properties of the sets 
and will be an essential assumption in Theorem 2.1. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let 6 # 0. The normed space X is said to possess the 
property (BB) if for each x with Ix-61 < 1x1, there exists tl >O and a 
neighbourhood W of x such that, for every y E W, 1 y - a61 < I y/. 
It is not restrictive to assume c( < 1 in this definition. With the above- 
mentioned notations, we have an equivalent formulation: 
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PROPOSITION 1.6. Let 6 #O. The space X has the property (Bd) if and 
only if, when x belongs to Pls,0 for i > 0, then there exists ,u (which a priori 
depends on x), 0 < u < 1, such that x belongs to int(P,,,). 
The next two propositions deal with properties of Q;, and Ps sets of a 
topological nature. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let 6 # 0. If X has the property (B,), then Q, is closed. 
Proof We prove that P6 is open. Let x E Ps ; then there exists I > 0 
such that x E P16,0. Property (Bd) implies that there exists p, 0 < p -C I, such 
that XE int(P,d,O), and int(P,,,O) is an open set included in Pg. m 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let 6 # 0 and suppose that X has the property ( Bd;). If 
a compact A is included in Pa, then A is included in P;.,,, for some A > 0. 
Proof Let XE A; as A is included in Pg, there exists 2 > 0, which 
depends on x, such that x E Pj.6,0. Property (B,) implies that there exists 
p(x) and a neighbourhood W(x) of x such that W(x) is included in 
P pCxjs,,,. As A is compact, the covering (W(x)),,, of A contains a finite 
subset which is also a covering. Thus, there exists {x, ,..., x,,) c A such that 
A is included in W(x,)u W(x,)u ... u W(x,). Let p=min(p(x,), 
p(xJ ,..., I}. For i= 1, 2 ,..., n, we have W(X,)C Pp,.Y,j6,,,~ P,a,O and then 
AcPlro. I 
It should be noted that, in general, if a compact K is included in the 
union of an increasing family of closed sets, K is not necessarily included in 
one of these closed sets. 
To give examples of spaces which possess the property (B,) we need 
LEMMA 1.1. Zf S contains no segment parallel to 6 # 0, then we have 
P 16,0 c int( P,,,,) for 0 < u < 1, whence X has the property ( B6). 
Proof Let x E P,s,O. We have x # 0 and Ix - 161 < 1x1. As the function 
t -+ Ix - t61 is strictly convex on R, we have Ix - $j < /xl for every p with 
0 < ,H < A. A continuity argument implies the existence of a neighbourhood 
W of x such that, for every y E W, I y - 1161 < lyl and then y E P1i6,0. Thus 
we have x E int(P,d,O). 1 
We also introduce a definition (see [ 31). 
DEFINITION 1.3. A normed space is said to possess the Diff-Max 
property if for every x E X, there exists a neighbourhood W of x such that 
for every y E W, +(y) is included in a?(x). 
Now, the next theorem gives conditions under which X has property 
@cd 
409/l 17/2-l 5 
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THEOREM 1.1. The space X possesses the property (B,) for each 6 # 0 in 
the following cases: 
(1) X is strictly conuex, 
(2) X is two dimensional, 
(3) X has the Diff-Max property, 
(4) X is polyhedral. 
ProojI (1) is a direct consequence of Lemma 1.1. This result may also 
be found in [3]. 
(2) We prove the stronger result: for each 6 ~0, we have P,,,, c 
int( Pyd,O) for 0 < p < 1. Without restriction suppose that A = 1 and t < p < 1. 
Let x E P,,,; thanks to Proposition 1.5, it is sufficient to consider the case 
where 1x1 = /x- thl for every t E [0, 11. 
Let k such that p < k < 1 and let a > 0 such that k < 1 -a. The sphere 
centered at x, with radius 1x1 contains the segment [0, S]. Hence, with a 
translation, the sphere centered at x + a& with the same radius contains 
the segment [ad, (1 + U) S]; as 0 is not an interior point of the 
corresponding ball, we have Jx + a61 2 1x1. Besides, for p E [a, 1 + a], we 
have 1x1 = Ix + cr6 -p6[, which gives Ix + a6 - p6) 6 (x + &I, i.e., 
x+a6EPp&$. 
Similarly, with the opposite translation, we have for g E [-a, 1 -a], 
x - a6 E P&-J. 
Consequently, x + cr6 and x- a6 belong to P,,,, when c( belongs to 
[0,1-k]. Thus the segment Z=[x-(l-k)& x+(1-k)6] is included 
in Pk0. Making use of Proposition 1.3 the segment (p/k) I is included in 
P Irs,0 and the open cone, which contains x, generated by this segment is 
also included in Pti6,0. 
It must be noted that the assumption of two dimensionality is fundamen- 
tal for the validity of the proof. 
(3) Without restriction suppose that 161 = 1. Let 6 # 0 and let x E X 
such that Ix- 6) < 1x1. By the Diff-Max property there exists r >O such 
that, for I y-xl <r, we have dy(y) c 87(x). Let p =r/2, and let p < r/2, 
p< 1. We prove that if Ix- yl <p, then [y--$1 < lyl. 
Indeed, we have /y---6-x1 <I-, and therefore ay(y--~6)c ay(x). Let 
p~ay(y--$); then (p,x-p6)=Ixl-,u(p,6)<I~-pSI. As lx-~61dIxl, 
we have (p, 6)>0 and we deduce Iy-/& =(p, y-pS)6 lyl. 
(4) It is a consequence of (3) and of a result given in [3]: a tinite- 
dimensional space has the Diff-Max property if and only if it is polyhedral. 
Another proof may be found in [2]. 1 
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2. EFFICIENT POINTS AND Q, SETS 
This section is devoted to a characterization of the sets of efficiency c(A), 
E(A), and C(A), associated with a compact set A, making use of the Q, 
sets. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be a compact set. If X has the property (B,) for 
each 6 # 0, then 
(1) x~c(A) ifffor every 6#0, An(x+Q&)#@, 
(2) GEE iff for every 6#0, An(x+Q,)#@ or An(x+ 
int(Q-,)) = 0. 
Without any assumption on X, we have 
(3) XEC(A) ifffor every 6#0, An(x+P,)f0. 
Proof: (1) The following statements are equivalent 
(i) x$44), 
(ii) 36#0, U>O, VaEA, (a-x-161 d la-xl, 
(iii) 36 # 0, 31> 0, A c x + Pj.s.0. 
Moreover, by Proposition 1.8, (iii) is equivalent to the inclusion A c x + P, 
for some 6 ~0; in other words there exists 6 #O such that 
An(x+Q,)=@. 
(2) The following are equivalent 
(i) xB-W), 
(ii) 36~0, 31>0, (VaEA, la-x-iJI<Ja-xl) and (3aEA, 
la-x-X5 <la-xl), 
(iii) 36#0, (3il>O, A c x + Pj.s.0) and (3~ > 0, A n (x + 
Qo,pa) # 0). 
Indeed the equivalence between (i) and (ii) is a direct consequence of the 
definition of E(A) and the equivalence between (ii) and (iii) follows by 
Proposition 1.4. Then, by Propositions 1.8 and 1.5, (iii) is equivalent to the 
relations Acx+P6 and Anx+int(Qp6)#0 for some 6#0, and the 
result follows. 
(3) In the same manner, we have the equivalences 
(i) x $ C(A), 
(ii) 36 # 0, 3J. > 0, A c x + Qo,j.a. 
According to Proposition 1.5, int(Qpa) is an increasing union of open sets 
Q o,la; then, as the set A is compact, (ii) is equivalent to the inclusion 
A c x + int( Q Pa) for some 6 # 0 and the result follows. 1 
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Remark 2.1. If A is a finite subset of X, Theorem 2.1 is always valid, 
even if property (Bb) is not satisfied. It is the case in the framework of 
location theory where X is a finite dimensional normed space, and where A 
is the set of existing facilities. 
Remark 2.2. The preceding theorem allows us to give a nice geometric 
descrition of c(A), E(A), and C(A), when A is a compact set, to the extent 
that the sets Q, are themselves well described. 
Particularly when X is a Hilbert space, then each Q6 is a closed halfspace 
and each closed halfspace is a Qii set; therefore, when A is a compact set, 
we obtain again the equality 
c(A)=E(A)=C(A)=m(A). 
Moreover, this very particular case shows that the assumption on the 
compacity of A is necessary; take as a counterexample the open unit ball 
of x. 
When X is strictly convex, then, for each 6 # 0, X has the property (B,); 
we have Qs = P 5 (see Corollary 1.2) and by complementarity 
int(Q -ii) = P6. Therefore Theorem 2.1 implies, for each compact set A, 
c(A)=E(A)=C(A). 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let A he a compact set. 
(1) Zf X has the property (II,) ,for each 6 # 0, c(A) and E(A) are 
closed. 
(2) C(A) is closed. 
ProofI We only prove that E(A) is closed; the other proofs are built on 
the same pattern. 
Let x $ E(A ). From the assumptions and Theorem 2.1, there exists 6 # 0 
such that A c x + P6 and A n (x + int(Q p6)) # @. Since A is compact and 
P6 is open, there exists a neighbourhood W, of x such that, for every 
y~W,,wehaveAcy+P,.IfaisapointofA,suchthata-x~int(Q_~), 
there exists a neighbourhood W, of x such that, for every y E W,, we have 
a-y E int(QpB). Hence W, n W, is a neighbourhood of x, which is 
included in the complementary set of E(A). 1 
As a straightforward consequence, we get a result of [ 11. 
COROLLARY 2.2. If X is an infinite-dimensionai reflexive normed and 
strictly convex space and if A is compact, then c(A), E(A), and C(A) are 
weakly compact. 
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Proof The result follows from Proposition 1.2 and from Corollary 
2.1. i 
Without property (Bb) assertions (1) and (2) of Theorem 2.1 fail. For 
instance, we give in dimension three an example as follows. 
Counterexample 
In R2, let D be the half-disk defined by D = {(x, y)/x2 + y2 6 1, x 3 0}, 
and let T be the triangle defined by T= {(x, y)/--x+ 1 < yd x+ 1, XBO}. 
In R3, we put r= ((x, y,z)/(x, y)~Du T, z= l} and B=co(ru -f>. B 
is a convex compact set which is symmetric and contains 0 in its interior. 
We choose on lR3 the norm for which the unit ball is B. 
LetA={(x,y,z)/(x-~)2+y2~~,x~~,~=1~u{(-1,O~1)}.Withthe 
vector S=(O,O,l), we have AcP,, i.e., An&=@, and 
A n int(Q -&) # 0. However, 0 E c(A), whence 0 E E(A); indeed we have 
Ial = 1 for each aEA, and n(B(a, l), acA)= (0). 
Property (Bd) is not satisfied since Q6 is not closed. Indeed, let 
u=(l,O,l). We have lul=\u-&I=1 for %~[0,2], which means that 
u E Pa; i.e., u 4 Qd. For 0 < cp < 42, put u, = (cos cp, sin cp, 1). When cp con- 
verges to zero, uq converges to U. We show that urn E Q,: from the con- 
vexity of the norm it is su&ient to prove that ju,-A?j > JuVpl, i.e., 
uq - A6 4 B for 1 E ]0,2[. We prove the result by contradiction. Suppose 
that ~~-16~ B. Then there exists VET, WE -r, 8~ [0, l] such that 
u, - A6 = Bv + (1 - 0) w. In particular, we have 1 -I = 20 - 1. Hence the 
point (cos cp, sin cp) is a convex combination with positive weights 8 and 
(1 - 0) of a point of the half-disk D and of a point of the triangle - T, 
which is impossible. 
It is also to be noted that the conclusion of Proposition 1.8 fails: A is 
included in Pa, but A is not included in P,,,, for some A > 0; indeed, for 
a E A, put &a) = Sup{ %/A. > 0, a E P j.a.0); when a tends to U, %(a) tends to 
zero. 
3. GEOMETRICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE Q, SETS 
3.1. General Results 
Two cones of X, associated with a vector 6 # 0, play a prominent part in 
the description of the Q6 sets. They are defined by 
u, = u (NP)/PE WB”), (P, 6) < 01, 
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A characterization of U6 and Vg, making use explicitely of the subdif- 
ferential &J or making use of the directional derivative y’( ., . ) of the norm, 
is useful. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let 6 # 0 and let x E X. We have the equivalences 
(1) XE U6 iffIp~8y(x) with (p, 6)<0 iffy’(x, -6)>O, 
(2) XE V, zjJf3p~ay(x) with (p, 6)60 iffy’(x, -S)>O. 
Proof The case x = 0 being obvious, we assume x # 0. 
(1) Let x be such that (p,,, 6) -C 0 for some p0 E a?(x). Suppose that 
(p, 6) 2 0 for every p E Ext(+(x)). Making use of Krein-Milman theorem, 
the hyperplane defined by { p/(p, 6) = +(p,,, 6)) strictly separates p0 and 
13y(x) what is impossible. As Ext(ay(x))c Ext(B’) we have (p, 6) ~0 for 
some p E Ext(B’); then x E II,. The converse is immediate. 
By the result y’(x, 6) = Max{(p, s)/p~8y(x)}, we obtain XE U6 if and 
only if y’(x, -6) > 0. 
(2) Let x be such that (po, 6) GO for some po~8y(x). By (1) we can 
suppose that (po, 6) = 0. The hyperplane defined by { p/(p, 6) = 0} is a sup- 
porting hyperplane of ay(x) and such a hyperplane contains at least an 
extreme point of ay(x) whence contains an extreme point of B”; then 
XE vs. 
The converse is immediate and we terminate the proof as in (1). 1 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let 6 # 0. Then 
( 1) V, is closed. 
(2) If the unit ball B is smooth, then Us\(O) is open. 
Proof: (1) V6 is closed since y’(x, 6) is an upper semi-continuous 
function of x. 
(2) If B is smooth, then ay(x) is a singleton at x # 0, and x -+ dy(x) is 
continuous on x\(O). Hence U,\(O) is open. 1 
The next theorem emphasizes the relationship between Qs, Ug, and Va. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let 6 # 0. We have 
(i) int(U,)=int(Qa)CUsC&c~=intces)=Dd=Q6, 
(ii) QaC V&=Ppcj. 
Proof: By Proposition 3.1 we have XE Us (resp. x E Vs) if and only if 
-6 is a direction along which the directional derivative of the norm at x is 
positive (resp. nonnegative). 
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By the definition of Qs and Proposition 1.4 we have XE Q, (resp. 
XE P-,) if and only if -6 is a strict ascent (resp. ascent) direction from x 
for the norm. 
By Proposition 1.5 we have x E int(Qa) if and only if 6 is a strict descent 
direction from x for the norm. 
These properties imply at once, Ud c Qs c I/, and making use of the con- 
vexity of the function t -+ Ix- tJl, int(Qs) c Ud and V6 = Pm-,. 
As int(Q6) is an open set included in Us and which contains int(U&), we 
have int( U,) = int(Q,). As Vs is closed, we have Q6 c Vg. 
Finally by Corollary 1.1, we have int(es) = Qd. 1 
The equality P-, = V,, with Theorem 2.1, gives a good description of 
C(A) when A is compact. To use effectively the characterization of c(A) 
and E(A) when A is compact and when X satisfies (II,) for every 6 # 0 
(Theorem 2.1), some complementary results are needed. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let 6 # 0 
(1) Zf X is strictly convex, then Q6 = Va = P-,. 
(2) Zf X is two dimensional, then Qd = 0,. 
(3) If X has the Diff-Max property-and therefore if X is 
polyhedral-then Q, = Ud. 
Proof. (1) is a straightforward consequence of Corollary 1.2 and 
Theorem 3.1. 
(2) is a consequence of the closedness of QB (Proposition 1.7 and 
Theorem 1.1) and of Theorem 3.1. 
(3) is a consequence of Theorem 3.1 and of the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let 6 # 0. If X has the Diff-Max property, then U6 is closed. 
Proof: Let x # Us ; from Proposition 3.1 for every p E 87(x) we have 
(p, 6) > 0. Thanks to the Diff-Max property, 8y( y) is included in 87(x) for 
every y belonging to some neighbourhood W of x. Hence for every y E W, 
we have (q, 6) 2 0 when q is in ay( y), which means Wn U6 = @. 1 
3.2. Example of QS Sets in a Strictly Convex Space 
When X is strictly convex, by Theorem 3.2 we have Qd = Vd = P-, for 
every 6#0, and by Theorems 2.1 and 1.1, the equality c(A)= C(A) holds 
for every compact set A. Thus we find again a result yet given in Section 1 
(Proposition 1.3). 
As an example, we study the real vector space L’( T, p) where (T, p) is a 
positive measure space and 1 < r < +co. Let s be such that (l/r) + (l/s) = 1 
and let us denote sgn( g) the function which takes the value + 1 (resp. - 1 
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and 0) when g is positive (resp. negative and null). Then for 6 E L’( T, p), 
6 # 0, we have 
Qg= ksgn(p)lpl’“‘lk~O,p~L’(T,~),~ p(t)&t)&(t)<O 
r I 
Indeed each p E L”( T, ,u) of norm 1 is an extreme point of the unit ball of 
L”( T, ,u) and, as a consequence of the equality case in the Holder 
inequality, we have N(p)= (k sgn(p)jpl”“/k>O}. 
When A is compact, thanks to Theorem 2.1 we obtain x~c(A) if and 
only if, for every 6 E L’( T, p), there exists a E A such that 
J sgn(a(t)-x(t))la(t)-x(t)l’l”8(t)&(t)dO. T 
3.3. Examples of Qd Sets in a Polyhedral Space 
In a polyhedral space A’, by Theorem 3.2 we have Q, = Ub for each 6 # 0. 
Each N(p) with p E Ext(B’) is a convex cone generated by a face of B 
whose dimension is n - 1, and Qs is a finite union of such cones. 
We denote by I the set I= { 1, 2,..., n} and as examples we study: 
(a) R” with the I’-norm 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let 6 = (6,, I& ,..., 6,) E W, 6 #O 
{kZ/d;=O}. For X and f, complementary subsets of 
(xEW'/X~>O if icy, xi<0 ij”isX}. Then, we have 
and let P = 
r\P, let TXX = 
Proof. The extreme points of B” are the 2” vectors defined by 
P = (PI > P2Y, p,) with p, = +l or pi = -1. Let p be such a vector; then 
N(p)= {xER”/x,>O if pi= +I and xi<0 if p,= -I}. 
Let f and X be two complementary subsets of r\P and let n,, be the 
following subset of Ext(B’): 
n,yJv. = (4 = (417 q2,-9 qn)/qi= +1 if iEy,qi= -1 if iE% 
and qi= +1 or -1 if REP}. 
Then p E zILgX satisfies (p,6)<0 if and only if CiSa Si<Citx dj, and the 
result follows since we have Q, = U6 and r,,. = U (N(p), p E ngx}. 1 
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Remark 3.1. If 12 = 2, thanks to Proposition 3.2 we obtain only eight Qs 
sets, the four quarters of plane: R+ x R+, lR+ x W, [w- x R+, [w- x W 
and the four halfplanes: R x R +, R x R -, R - x R, R + x R. As every one of 
these four quarters of plane is included in one of these four halfplanes, 
according to Theorem 2.1, the set of strictly efficient points can be defined 
by 
c(A)=(xER*/A~(x+Q,)#~,S=(E/~,E’/~),E= fl,s’= &l} 
and we obtain exactly the description of the rectangular hull defined by 
Juel [7] in R2. 
(a) R” with the fm-norm. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let 6 = (6,, 6, ,..., 6,) E [w”, 6 #O and let P = 
{iEz/sj=O}, z+ = {iEZ/Si>O}, I-= (iEZ/h,<O}. For each kEZ, let 
Nk’= (xERfi/XC= Ix(,), 
N, = {xER*/-xk= 1~1~). 
Then, we have 
Qs=U (N,f/kEZ-)uU (N,/kEI+). 
Proof The extreme points of B” are the 2n vectors of IF: ei and --e,, 
with ie Z, where e, has all its coordinates null except the ith which is 1. 
Then N: = N(p: ) and N; = N(p; ) and as Q, = Ugr the result follows 
since the condition (p :, 6) < 0 (resp. (P; ,6) < 0) is equivalent to k E I- 
(resp. k E I’ ). 1 
The cone N: (resp. N;) is the cone generated by the face of the unit 
cube [ - 1, + 11” the equation of which is xk = 1 (resp. xk = - 1). 
4. HULL AND CLOSURE PROPERTIES 
In some cases (two-dimensional space, R” with loo-norm, R3 with 
Ii-norm) it is possible to improve Theorem 2.1 by giving a characterization 
of c(A), E(A), and C(A) making use of a subset 9 of the family (Qs)azo, 
instead of the whole family. 
This improvement is useful practically and theoretically: 
(i) The explicit determination of the sets of efficient points will be 
easier if it requires only a little number of cones Q; it happens especially in 
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a two-dimensional space, a situation which is relevant to location theory 
(see, e.g., [S, 12, 141). 
(ii) It will be shown that the cones QES?, in the three aforemen- 
tioned cases, are all closed and convex, and then, that the operators c, E, 
and C, working on the compact sets of X have a hull property and a 
closure property (these words are explained in Remark 4.1). 
The first subsection gives general results on the hull and the closure 
properties. The examples KY with P-norm and iw3 with /‘-norm are 
developed in the second subsection and the results peculiar to lR* are 
exposed in the third subsection. 
4.1. General Results 
The following notations will be used in this subsection. Let 2? be a set of 
cones Q with vertex at zero and whose interior is nonempty. Let F be the 
set of cones 9 = {int(Q)‘iQ E 2}. 
When A is a subset of X, we define 
J(A)= {xEX/VQE$ An(x+Q)#@}, 
Y(A)= {xEX/VQE~, An(x+Q)#@ or An(x-int Q)=@}, 
~‘(A)=n(Y+T/yEX,TE.~,Acy+Tand An(y-T”)#@. 
THEOREM 4.1. If each Q E 3 is convex and closed, then we have for each 
compact subset A of X, 
9(9(A)) =3!(A) = F(A) = F-(9(A)), 
Y@‘(A)) = Y(A) = Y-‘(A) = F’(F’(A)). 
Remark 4.1. The sets Z?(A) and 9’(A) will be identified later with c(A) 
and E(A), respectively, under appropriate assumptions on A and X. 
The statement 5!(A) = T(A) (resp. 9’(A) = F’(A)) expresses a hull 
property to the extent that F(A) (resp. F’(A)) is the intersection of sub- 
sets containing A and with a particular other property. The analogy with 
the closed convex hull of A (defined as the intersection of closed halspaces 
containing A) allows this formulation. 
The statement 9(??(A)) = S(A) (resp. 9’(9’(A)) = T(A)) expresses a 
closure property. 
The proof of the theorem will be a consequence of the following lemmas, 
in which only the first equality or inclusion is proved, the proof of the 
second being omitted. 
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LEMMA 4.1. peach QE~ is conuex then for each A cX, J!(A)eF(A) 
and 2?‘(A) c T(A). 
Proof Let x$3(A); then there exist Q E 9 and XE X such that 
An(y+int(Q))=@ and XE y + int(Q). As Q is a convex cone and 
int(Q) # 0 we have Q + int(Q) = int(Q). Hence x + Q c y + int(Q) and 
then An(x+Q)=@, i.e., x$-C?(A). 1 
LEMMA 4.2. If each Q E 9 is closed and if A is a compact set, then 
Y(A) c L?(A) and r’(A) c Y(A). 
Proof Let x&J!?(A); then there exists Q E 9 such that A n (x + Q) = 0. 
As A is compact and Q is closed, there exists a ball B(x, I) (r > 0) such that 
for every u E B(x, r), A n (U + Q) = 0. As Q is a cone, whose interior is non 
empty, there exists z E (X + int(Q)) n B(x, r). Then y = 2x - z satisfies 
x~y+int(Q) and An(y+int(Q))=@; this means x$F(A). 1 
LEMMA 4.3. If each QeZ! is convex, then for each AcX, 9(3?(A)) = 
9(A) and J!‘(ZY(A)) =9’(A). 
Proof We have Z?(A) c 9(9(A)) since B c 9(B) for each subset B of X. 
Let x$2(A). Then there exists Q ~2 such that (x+ Q) n A = 0. Let 
y EX+ (2. As Q is a convex cone the interior of which is non empty, we 
have y+Qcx+Q, whence An (y+ Q)= 0, i.e., y$9(A). Thus 
(x + Q) n Z!(A) = 0 which means that x 4 9(??(A)). 1 
LEMMA 4.4. For each A cX, we have Y(Y(A))=F(A) and 
Y’(Y’(A)) = Y(A). 
Proof. Let x E X and TE F. Then A c x + T if and only if Y(A) c 
x + T. The equality Y(Y(A)) = F(A) follows from definition. 1 
4.2. Examples of Hull and Closure Properties for the Set of Strictly Efficient 
Points 
FIRST EXAMPLE. R” with F-norm. 
We denote by 9 the set of 2n cones {N,+},.,..u {N,-},.,.. as 
defined in Proposition 3.3; thus 9 is a subset of the family (Qa)s+.o. 
Moreover each Qg contains at least a cone Q E 2. Then if A is a compact 
set, Theorems 1.1 and 2.1 imply the equality c(A) = Z?(A). 
As each cone Q E 9 is closed and convex, Theorem 4.1 implies the 
closure property c(c(A)) = c(A). 
Denoting by Tk+ (resp. T; ) the cone generated by the 2” ~ ’ (n - 1 )-faces 
of the unit cube, different from the one whose equation is xk = 1 (resp. 
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xk= -l), we obtain y= {T,+},.k..u {F;}lGkG,, and we have the hull 
property c(A) = Y(A). 
SECOND EXAMPLE. R3 with El-norm. 
Let us denote by 9 the set of the twelve cones Q, of R3 associated, 
according to Proposition 3.2, to the vectors (E, E’, 0), (E, 0, E’), (0, E, E’) with 
E = + 1 and E’ = + 1. For instance, if 6 = (E, E’, 0) then Q, = ER ~ x E’R ~ x R. 
Thus each Q E 9 is a “quarter of space” and therefore is convex and closed. 
Moreover we have the following property: each cone Qs, 6 # 0, contains 
a cone Q E 9. Indeed, let Q6 $9; then 6 is colinear with none of the twelve 
above-mentioned vectors. This means that the plane orthogonal to 6 and 
passing through 0 contains zero vertex or two symmetric vertices of the 
ball B, which is the unit cube [ - 1, + 1 13. 
In the first case (resp. in the second case) the set {p E Ext(B’)/(p, 6) < 0} 
has four (resp. three) elements which are the vertices of a square which is a 
2-face of B”. At least two such vertices define a l-face F, of B”. Let 6, be a 
vector orthogonal to the plane passing through zero and containing F,, 
such that (p, 6,) < 0 for p E Ext(B’) provided that (p, 8) < 0. Then 6, is 
colinear with one of the twelves vectors defining .S! and whence there exists 
QE~ such that QE Q6,. 
The family Y contains twelve elements which are “three quarters of 
space”oftype lR+xRxRuRxR+xR. 
Now, if A is a compact set, Theorems 1 .l and 2.1 imply the equality 
c(A) = S?(A). As each Q E .9 is closed and convex, Theorem 4.1 gives the 
closure property c(c(A)) = c(A) and the hull property c(A) = Y(A). 
Remark 4.2. In the two cases studied above there exist cones Q which 
are not convex. However, considering the subfamily 9, whose each element 
is a closed convex cone, we obtain for the set of strictly efficient points a 
closure property and a hull property. 
4.3. Hull and Closure Properties in a Two-Dimensional Space 
In this subsection if u #O and v # 0 are two noncolinear vectors we 
denote by K(u, v) the closed convex cone, generated by the segment [u, v] 
and by H+(u) and H-(u) the two closed halfplanes bounded by the line 
through 0 and U. 
A geometrical description of the Qd sets is easily obtained in dimension 
two. 
Let 6 # 0 and let D and D’ the two supporting lines to B parallel to 6. 
ThesetF=DnB(resp. D’nB)isafaceofB.IfFisasingleton {u>, Q8is 
the closed halfplane H+(u) or H-(u) which does not contain 6; otherwise 
F is a segment [u, v], with v = u - k6, k > 0 and Q, is the cone K(v, -u). 
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Hence, when 6 is parallel to a l-face of B, Qs is a closed cone limited by 
a salient angle and B, is a closed cone limited by a reentrant angle. When 6 
is not parallel to a l-face of B, then Q, and P, are closed halfplanes. 
Consequently if B is a polytope which has 2p extreme points, and if 6 is 
parallel to a l-face of B, then Q, is the closed convex cone generated by 0 
and (p - 1) consecutive l-faces of B. 
The two following theorems deal respectively with the set of strictly 
efficient or efficient points and with the set of weakly efficient points. 
THEOREM 4.2. In a two-dimensional normed space let d be the set of 
cones defined as follows: 
(i) with each l-face [u, u] of B, the two cones K(u, --II) and 
K(v, - u) are associated, 
(ii) with each exposed point u of B which does not belong to a l-face 
of B, the two closed halfplanes H+(u) and H-(u) are associated. 
Then if A is a compact set 
(1) c(A)=J(A)=F(A), 
(2) E(A) =3!‘(A) = F’(A) provided that B contains at least six 
extreme points. 
Proof First, we prove that every Q6 with 6 # 0, contains a cone Q E 9. 
We have only to consider the case Q, = H+(u) (resp. Q, = H-(u)) where 
u E B belongs to a l-face [u, u] of B. But in this case Q6 contains the cone 
K( - 24, u) (resp. K(u, -II)). 
Then from Theorem 2.1 we obtain c(A) = 9(A) and as each Q E 9 is 
closed and convex, Theorem 4.1 implies 9(A) = F(A). 
We prove now that J’(A) c E(A), the converse being immediate. Sup- 
pose that there exists x E .$!‘(A) and x $ E(A). Then there exists 6 # 0 such 
that An (x+Qs)= @ and An (x-int(Qa))#@ and for every QEJ?: 
A n (x + Q) # 0 or A n (x - int(Q)) = 0. As Qd does not belong to 9, Q8 
is a closed halfplane defined by Qa = H+(U) where u belongs to a l-face 
[u, u] of B and then Qg contains the cone Q, = K( - U, II). Hence we have 
necessarily A n (x - int(QO)) = 0. 
Now we have two cases since B contains at least six extreme points: 
(a) B contains at least an exposed point which does not belong to a 
l-face of B. 
(b) At least a l-face of B does not contain u. 
In the two cases we obtain a cone Q E 9 such that A n (x + Q) = Qr and 
A n (x - int(Q)) # 0 and the result follows by contradiction. 1 
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Remark 4.3. If B has only four extreme points, the assertion (2) of 
Theorem 4.2 fails as it is shown by the following example: let A be the set 
(0) x [O, l] in R2 with the P-norm; then E(A) = A and S?(A) = (0) x [w. 
However, in this case we have [ 141 E(A) = =$?(A) n C(A) for every com- 
pact set A. 
THEOREM 4.3. In a two-dimensional normed space let 9’ be the set of 
halfplanes H+(u) or H-(u) where UE Ext(B). Then if A is a compact set 
(1) C(A)= {xEX/VPE~, An(x+P)#@), 
(2) C(A)=n (y+P/y~X,Pep, Acy+P), 
(3) C(C(A)) = C(A). 
Proof: It is sufficient to prove (1). Assertions (2) and (3) are easy con- 
sequences of Theorem 4.1. 
Assertion (2) gives a very useful characterization of C(A) as intersection 
of a well-defined family of halfplanes. 
LetxEXsuchthatforeachPE~,An(x+P)#~andlet6#O.If6is 
parallel (resp. nonparallel) to a l-face of B, P, contains (resp. is equal to) a 
halfplane H+(u) or H- (u) with u E Ext(B). Then A n (x + P,) # 0 which 
means that x E C(A). 
Conversely let x or: C(A) and let PEP’. We can supose that P= H+(u) 
with u E Ext( B). If u is exposed, there exists 6 # 0 such that P = P, and then 
A n (x+ P) # 0. If u is not exposed, there exists a sequence {u,},~ N of 
exposed points of B which converges to U, and for each integer n E N, there 
exists a, E A such that a, - x E H+(u,). As A is compact, there exists a sub- 
sequence of (anJnEN converging to a point aE A and we have 
a-xEH+(u), i.e., An(x+P)#12(. 1 
Remark 4.4. If B is a polytope, the set Z? contains only a finite number 
of cones, which are all of type K(u, - u) and the set 9 contains only a finite 
number of halfplanes. The results of Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 are then 
doubtless useful to find good algorithms to build the sets c(A), E(A), and 
C(A) with respect o a finite subset A. On this topic, see [12] and [14]. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let X be a two-dimensional space and let A be a com- 
pact set in X. 
(1) We have c(A)cco(A)cC(A). 
(2) If X is strictly convex, then c(A) = co(A) = C(A). 
ProoJ (1) Let x#co(A); then there exists a closed halfplane H such 
that A n (x + H) = 0. It is clear that H contains a Q, set, with 6 # 0; then 
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A n (x + Q,) = 0 which means x 4 c(A). The inclusion co(A) c C(A) is an 
immediate consequence of Proposition 4.2. 
Note that no general inclusion relation holds between co(A) and E(A) 
(see examples in Sect. 1.2). 
(2) By the strict convexity assumption, the set of closed halfplanes of 
X is equal to the family of P, sets and the result follows. 1 
Remark 4.5. If two normes y1 and y2 have the same set 2 according to 
Proposition 4.1 (resp. B according to Proposition 4.2) then for every 
compact set A, we have c,(A)= c2(A) and E,(A) =&(A) (resp. 
C,(A) = C,(A)). 
This happens, for instance, when the norms are polyhedral and when the 
two unit balls have the same direction of extreme points. The 
corresponding result for E(A) with a finite subset A is given in [ 121. 
In the same way if the sets 21 and $ associated with y, and y2 satisfy 
Z?, c3$, then, for every compact set A, c*(A)cc,(A) and E,(A) cE,(A). 
Some results of [12] are relevant to this remark. 
Remark 4.6. Some characterizations of strict convexity of X related to 
this topic has been yet given. 
(i) A two-dimensional normed space is strictly convex if and only if 
for every bounded subset A of X we have C(A) = E(A) (Phelps [lo]). 
(ii) A two-dimensional normed space is strictly convex if and only if 
for every bounded subset A of X we have E(A) = W(A) (Plastria [ 111). 
(iii) A normed space is strictly convex if and only if, for every two- 
points set A, we have co(A) c c(A) (Beauzamy and Maurey [ 11). 
Thanks to Corollary 4.1 and a characterization of Beauzamy and 
Maurey another result is obtained: 
COROLLARY 4.2. A two-dimensional normed space is strictly convex if 
and only if, for every compact subset A of X we have co(A) c c(A). 
Note that the same wording appears in [9] without the condition of two 
dimensionality. However, this restriction is necessary; the following exam- 
ple shows that in some strictly convex three-dimensional space, the 
inclusion co(A) c c(A) does not hold for some three-points set. 
COUNTEREXAMPLE. The space R3 is equipped with orthogonal axes Ox, 
oy, oz. 
Let C be the cylinder whose basis is the circle centered at 0 with radius 1 
in the plane Xoy and whose generating lines are parallel to Oz. Let r be the 
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curve given by x = cos 8, y = sin 8, z= k sin(38) where k is positive and 
small enough. 
The existence of a strictly convex ball B, symmetric with respect o 0 and 
tangent to C along r can be proved. 
Let A = a,, u2, clg} be the three-points set with a, = (>/2, l/2, 0), 
a,=(- / 3/2, l/2, 0), a,=(O, -1,O) and let S=(-l,O,O). 
The ball B is the unit ball for a norm in R3. The set Q, is the cone with 
vertex at 0, generated by a “halfball” limited by the curve f and which does 
not contain 6. Then Q,nA = @, i.e., O$c(A). However, OECO(A). 
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